USS  Delphyne 10006.05

Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::On the bridge::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::at OPS scanning comm frequencies for any forms of communicaton::

CIV_McLeod:
::at FCO station::

AXO_Lynam:
::On the bridge, studying the Breen language PADD::

CNS-Jiosa:
::on the bridge at her station::

CO_Grant:
AFCO: Eta to the planet?

CSO_KBeth:
::Is on bridge at Sci Station scanning for any anolmolies between here and the planet::

CMO_Lea:
@::Requests permission to launch from starbase 191::

Nicke:
ACTION: sesnors show no anomolies.. but stellar cartography stil cannot make a match of the system

CIV_McLeod:
CO: seven minutes, sir

CO_Grant:
CIV: acknowledged, upon our arrival assume standard orbit

Eng_Bridges:
::working on impulse engines::  *CO*: I have two work teams going over the probe

AXO_Lynam:
::Thinks he might have to remove two teeth and split his tongue in half to pronounce things properly.::

CO_Grant:
*ENG*:very good keep us abreast of any developments

CIV_McLeod:
CO: Aye, sir.

CSO_KBeth:
AXO:This system is unknown to any Federation database.  I am attempting to compare it to all known Breen systems

Eng_Bridges:
*CO*: Aye Sir

AXO_Lynam:
CSO: Acknowleged.  Good luck, we know very little about them.

Eng_Bridges:
*AFCO*: I will have you impulse power in 15 minutes

AOPS_Hawkes:
::adjusts some more power to sensors::

CMO_Lea:
@Self: That was odd...::Receives authorization and undocks from 191.::

CO_Grant:
AXO: You will lead the Away team to the surface of the planet. pick your team

CIV_McLeod:
*ENG* Sounds good to me

Nicke:
ACTION: the little man has not been seen since they put in course for the Mclass planet

CSO_KBeth:
::hears AXO's attempts at learning Breen and shudders..glad that she doesn't have to tie her tongue into knots::

Eng_Bridges:
::checking EPS power taps::

CO_Grant:
AXO: If transporters are available you may use them but this system might be unstable so if you want to use the runabout go ahead

Eng_Bridges:
::self:: all fine there

CNS-Jiosa:
AOPS: Do we have sufficient power to send people back to the areas we evacuated?

AXO_Lynam:
CO: Maybe we should wait till we know more about the planet before we assemble the team.  We still don't know what we're getting into.

AOPS_Hawkes:
CNS: ::Brings up power tables:: It would appear that we do. Yes.

Eng_Bridges:
::looks into the EPS power distribution:: aha there's the problem

CO_Grant:
AXO: we will scan from orbit but I have a feeling that won't be enough

CIV_McLeod:
CO: I agree with the AXO, sir.  We still don't know the intentions of this creature

CNS-Jiosa:
AOPS: Has power been restored to those areas ?

CSO_KBeth:
AXO:We should be in scanning range of the planet in 2 minutes

CO_Grant:
CIV: for now just fly us in one piece

AOPS_Hawkes:
CNS: ::Deactivates Lyanm_emergency_1:: It has now

CSO_KBeth:
::adjusts the long range scanners for maximum range::

CIV_McLeod:
CO: Aye, Captain.

CNS-Jiosa:
AOPS: Thank you I wil now be allowing people back in to those areas

CO_Grant:
CSO: any sign of anomalies, spacetime rifts etc?

AOPS_Hawkes:
CNS: ::smiles:: Your welcome counselor.

CSO_KBeth:
CO:Negative, but there also hasn't been any recorded incidents of the Nebicons appearance since we started toward the planet.

AXO_Lynam:
CSO: When we get into range, scan the planet for anything that might interfere with transporters or communications.

CO_Grant:
AXO: any word on activity of the nebicon while enroute?

Eng_Bridges:
::works on propulsion power conduits::

CSO_KBeth:
AXO: Aye sir

AXO_Lynam:
CO: No sir.  I think he has left us.

CO_Grant:
Hawkes: Are you getting anything on the comm channels? Any Federation or Breen signals?

CNS-Jiosa:
::sends out the orders to sends those people into the deck previously into the evacuated decks::

CO_Grant:
AXO: perhaps he is waiting for something to happen

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Nothing yet sir. Scanning continuously.

Eng_Bridges:
::goes back to the impulse engine control and runs a few tests::

CO_Grant:
CIV: if we are close to the planet , slow us to orbital speed and assume the standard orbit

CIV_McLeod:
CO: Sir, we'll be entering orbit shortly.

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Sir, I think it is more that we are doing what he wanted so there is no need for his appearance.

CO_Grant:
CIV: very good

Nicke:
ACTION:  Scans of the planet show rich vegetation and comparable air quality

AOPS_Hawkes:
::adjusts a little more power to nav-deflectors::

CO_Grant:
CSO: maybe, what do your sensors read on the planet below?

Eng_Bridges:
::self:: everything checks ok  ::brings impulse engines back online:: *AFCO* you have full impulse power

CSO_KBeth:
CO/AXO:Initial scans show that it is an M-Class planet.  Vegetation, oxygen, hydrogen...

AOPS_Hawkes:
::scans the planet for communications::

CIV_McLeod:
::calculates the course and enters the ship in orbit:: *ENG* Acknowledged.  Thanks

CNS-Jiosa:
::sees if she can sense any higher lifeforms on the planet::

CO_Grant:
CSO: Interesting, anything stand out like a city or evidence of high technology?


Eng_Bridges:
*AFCO* not problem, just keep an eye on them and report to me any problems

Eng_Bridges:
::heads to the Cargo Bay and joins the work crews::

AXO_Lynam:
CNS: Counselor, did you have any luck sensing things from the Nebicon while he was here?

CSO_KBeth:
CO/AXO:There is no sign of anything technological.  Natural minerals but nothing processed or 'made'.  Everything natural

AOPS_Hawkes:
::The computer singles out a repeating signal within comm frequencies. Hawkes examines it more closlely only to discover that it is a distant pulsar::

CO_Grant:
Counselor: Are you sensing any intelligence from the planet below?

Nicke:
ACTION: the counselor gets a sense of peace from the planet

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: It's a bit to far out for me to be sure that my scans are accurate but no I haven't picked up any sir

CO_Grant:
CSO: Hmm look for any thing that might be a symbolic place on the planet like a circle of stones or ruins, or ground markings

CSO_KBeth:
CO; Aye sir, scanning....

CO_Grant:
CNs: well at least no one is shooting at us

AOPS_Hawkes:
::feels an AT coming on, and quietly begins coordinating equipment with the Transporter rooms and shuttle bays::

CO_Grant:
AOPS: attempt standard polite hails on all frequencies

Eng_Bridges:
::pulls out a science tricorder and begins to scan the probe::

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: No... No they aren't Sir I'm getting this pervading sense of ... peace from the planet

Nicke:
ACTION: as the delphyne orbits the planet , a sense of peace and tranquility come over the crew

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye aye sir

CSO_KBeth:
::looks at data coming in from sensors and can't help thinking of an old Earth poem "Welcome to my parlor said the spider to the fly'::

AOPS_Hawkes:
COMM:Planet: We are the U.S.S. Delphyne representing the United Federation of Planets, we come in peace. ::repeats on all channels::

CO_Grant:
::despite feeling tranquil is still curious about the planet::

Nicke:
ACTION: a message comes over the comm welcoming the uss delphyne and its crew...

Nicke:
ACTION: sensers cannot locate the transmission origin and don’t care to

CIV_McLeod:
::feels more ambivalent towards the planet::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: The planet is responding

CO_Grant:
AOPS:DO you have a source for the transmission?

CNS-Jiosa:
::tries to pinpoint where these feeling are coming from but has a feeling she won't be able to::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: I don't care to?

CO_Grant:
::stands up and move to the ops station , looks over the panel::

CSO_KBeth:
::starts to wonder what all of the fuss is about::

CO_Grant:
::looks oddly at hawkes::

Nicke:
ACTION: the crew is overcome with the urge to go to the planet....

CO_Grant:
Hawkes: Maintain your station

AXO_Lynam:
::Gets up::

AXO_Lynam:
CSO/CNS/: o.k.  You two are with me, let's go see what's down there.

CNS-Jiosa:
CO: I feel that if we could go down to the planet we could solve this mystery, lets beam down an away team ::said hopefully::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir. :;Begins trying to triangulate the source::

CO_Grant:
AXO: You are to take a 3 man team to investigate, get inoculated from all known intoxicants from MEDBAY. THen beam down to check it out, here are the co-ordinates from the ops station

CNS-Jiosa:
::follows the AXO happily::

CIV_McLeod:
::wonders who gets to go on the AT::

CSO_KBeth:
AXO:Aye sir. :::tries to refrain from doing happy dance to the TL::

AXO_Lynam:
CO: Righty-o Chief.  We'll round up old whatshisname from security.  He can come too.  ::Heads for the TL::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::alerts the transporter room to be ready for the AT::

CNS-Jiosa:
::looks at the other two and wonders why they have to come along, especially K'Beth::

CO_Grant:
AXO: Be cautious down there and be wary report periodically to the ship

AOPS_Hawkes:
::patches Tac into his console, and begins a scan for any weapons on the planet or in the vacinity::

CIV_McLeod:
::checks on station more infrequently::

AXO_Lynam:
::Waits for the other two to join him then calls security to have someone join them in TR1::

CO_Grant:
:: Sees  the AXO,CSO and Consler leave the bridge::

Nicke:
ACTION: as the axo , cso and cnsl leave the bridge the CO gets a sudden feeling of wanting to go too

AXO_Lynam:
::Is glad that all the fuss was for nothing and the planet is safe.::

CO_Grant:
::oddly feels like visiting the planet but does not why::

CO_Grant:
::unconciously squirms in his seat::

AXO_Lynam:
::Arrives at TR 1 and greets the two security men.  Goes to the pads and prepares to beam down.::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::hears the CO fidgeting in his seat behind him, and wonders how much coffee he's had in the last hour::

Nicke:
ACTION: the whole bridge crew suddenly gets the feeling of needing/wanting to go visit the planet

CO_Grant:
::grabs the chair as he slips into daydream about walking on the planet surface::

Nicke:
ACTION: the crew begins "daydreaming at the stations"

AOPS_Hawkes:
::wishes he could go on the AT too::

CSO_KBeth:
::checks out standard AT phaser and looks at it...a feeling of distaste for it grows::

CIV_McLeod:
::looks up at the viewscreen wistfully::

CNS-Jiosa:
::steps onto the transporter padd and starts to tap her foot impatiently::

Eng_Bridges:
::in the cargo bay::

CO_Grant:
:;jolts to wakefulness but still seems to want to visit planet but is confused as that is not appropriate::

AXO_Lynam:
CSO: Probably won't need it but bring it anyway.  Good for starting campfires.

CNS-Jiosa:
::put hand phaser to the left, and the tricorder on her right::

AXO_Lynam:
::When all are ready, tells the TR chief to "fire away".::

CO_Grant:
*MED*: Please send someone to the bridge, we all seem lightheaded and woozy

CSO_KBeth:
AXO:Aye sir, but I think I will set it on the lowest setting.  I don't seem to like wearing it for some reason::jumps on transporter pad and waits::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>*CO*: Understood...  ::strolls out of sickbay and into the turbolift::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>TL: Bridge.

AXO_Lynam:
::Dematerializes::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::checks the enviromental and life support controls to the bridge::

CO_Grant:
::Dimmly sees members of the bridge crew struggling to maintain self-control::

CIV_McLeod:
::thinks that he should be paying more attention..for a moment, before his mind flits to something else::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::A few seconds go by:: TL: Stop turbolift. Make that transporter room 2...No, Bridge. ::Hears the turbolift beep compliance and resume to the bridge::

AXO_Lynam:
@::Appears on the planet::

CNS-Jiosa:
@::arrives on the planet::

CSO_KBeth:
@::Appears on the planet and looks around, sniffing the cool crisp air::

CO_Grant:
:: From his station taps into environmental controls but everything looks out of focus::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::notes the AT arrive on the surface, and wishes he were there too::

Nicke:
@ACTION: as they arrive on the planet they are over come with a sense of peace even stronger than they felt on the bridge

CO_Grant:
AOPS: Has the AT arrived on the planet yet?

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Sir, I have this overwhelming desire to go down there too.

CNS-Jiosa:
@::turns getting a good look at the surrounding environ::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: yes sir, they have arrived.

CSO_KBeth:
@::Has a strong urge to skip through the daisies in the distant field singing show tunes::

CO_Grant:
AOPS: something is not right but we must stay on the job

Nicke:
ACTION: the desire to go down to the planet increases...

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Arrives on the bridge and just sits on a console in the back of the bridge, watching the beautiful planet peacefully revolve against the dark of the nebula::

CIV_McLeod:
::wonders if the planet has highlands like back home::

CO_Grant:
:: tapps the environmental control screen again, vision clears but everything appears ok::

CNS-Jiosa:
@::pulls a tricorder out and does some scans::

CO_Grant:
::sees medical personnel arrive on the bridge::

Nicke:
ACTION: visions of highlands enter the civ mind

AXO_Lynam:
::Looks around and feels very happy about the unspoiled nature of the planet.::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Permission, to lock out transporter functions with a timed lock?

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Stares at the view screen::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: I'm really wanting to go down there...and I think others may be experiencing the same thing!

CIV_McLeod:
::begins whistling an old song he remembers::

CO_Grant:
Nurse: Everyone is having trouble concentrating on their duties, and we all seem to have a strong desire to leave for the planet, Scan us for drug reactions or any thing similar

AXO_Lynam:
@CSO: Any thing on the tricorder?  Are we the only ones on the planet?

CNS-Jiosa:
@:: wishes she could ride BlackJacke or DarkKnight here, pristine fields never galloped ever::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>CO: Yeah, sure...::Stays seated and staring at the screen::


CO_Grant:
AXO: Goooood Idea,

AXO_Lynam:
::Feels a sense of something wrong but can't plave it...::

CO_Grant:
COMPUTER: LOck down all transporters, no outgoing transportation GRant 6978delta 78

CSO_KBeth:
@::shakes head to clear it and concentrates on the tricorder:: AXO:nothing is registering.  Some minor lifeforms..deer like creatures, a few bunny rabbits.

AXO_Lynam:
@COMM:Delphyne: Hey, we're here!  You ought to see this place, it is fannnntastic

CO_Grant:
::struggles to get up from chair and moves towards the nurse:;

CO_Grant:
COMM:LYNAM: REport , have you found any thing like a source of power or people?

Nicke:
ACTION: the urge becomes increasingly stronger ...

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Makes a waving motion with her hand:: CO: Would you mind moving off to the side? You're blocking my view.  Thanks::Distractedly::

CIV_McLeod:
::remembers staring up from the grassy hills above his house...wanting to journey to the stars..::

CO_Grant:
Nurse: Listen to me, this beautiful planet seems to have an effect on us, we all want to go there. Scan us for drug like interactions

AXO_Lynam:
@COMM:Grant: No 'Rico, we're it.  C'mon down, good place for some shore leave.

AOPS_Hawkes:
::the OPS panel lights up with requests from around the ship to go down to the planet::

CSO_KBeth:
@::starts to wander away looking at the daffodils and wondering why anyone would want to leave here::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Distractedly, looking past Grant and at the view screen still:: CO: Just a minute....And would you please move?

CIV_McLeod:
::suddenly remembers he's on the ship, and tries to push away the unfamilar sensations::

CO_Grant:
::Barely can restrain himself from wanting to breathe the fresh air of the planet below::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal> CO: Honest, only a bit longer.

AXO_Lynam:
@CSO: hey K'Beth, the old man is getting antsy, are there any sources of power within range?

CO_Grant:
::suddenly is overwhelmed by anger and slaps the nurse::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Sir, the whole crew is acting the same. Permission to lock down the shuttl bay doors as well?

CO_Grant:
Nurse : The medical scan now!!!!!!!!!

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Instinctively slaps Grant back::

CIV_McLeod:
::is fighting a losing battle, but turns to see who else is affected on the bridge::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Looks suddenly awake:: CO: Oops, sorry sir.

CO_Grant:
AOPS: Good idea, do it now :: head is suddenly clearer a little bit::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::hears a 'THWAP' from behind him and turns around in his chair::

CSO_KBeth:
@AXO:Nah....nothing worth mentioning...or I would have mentioned it!! ::starts to giggle::

AXO_Lynam:
@::Laughs at K'beth.::

CO_Grant:
::grabs the nurses hand, and takes the medscanner::

Nicke:
ACTION: a sudden feeling of remorse goes trhough the captain

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Struggles with the CO with the scanner:: CO: Hey!  That's mine!

CO_Grant:
::scans himself and the nurse and others on the bridge

AXO_Lynam:
@CNS: how about it Liz, anything big and ooooooh, scary that you feel?

Nicke:
ACTION: the nurse moves off the bridge to report the captain

AOPS_Hawkes:
::Locks down all shuttlebay doors, all escape pods. Shuts down all access to the shuttle bays themselves. Encryption Hawkes Delta-3 01 ::

Nicke:
ACTION: scanner shows no unusual drugs or anythign in the system

CO_Grant:
Nurse: I apologize for slaping you, but you were derelict in your duty

CIV_McLeod:
All: (quietly) Something's wrong...how do you stop this thing?

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Enters the turbolift with an injured look on her face:: TL: Sickbay.

CNS-Jiosa:
@ACSO: Not a thing Beth it's utterly peaceful dwn here

AXO_Lynam:
@::Wishes that the feeling of sadness in the back of his mind would go away.::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::keeps pounding his fist against his thigh to maintain his concentration::

CSO_KBeth:
@::watches a little bunny hop over a branch in the path.  Goes and hops over the branch too in imitation...laughs::

Nicke:
@ACTION: as the AT moves along a ovewhelming feeling of happiness comes over lynam as he pictures spencer well and dancing in the fields with him

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>TL: Stop.  CO: Sorry sir, but I wasn't aware things were run here as on just any ship in the quadrant.   TL: Sickbay..  ::Turbolift doors close::

CO_Grant:
::reads slightly elevated endorphins but no drugs::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::His right thigh goes numb...so he switches to his left::

CO_Grant:
::wonders what can possibly fight this odd desire to do nothing but play hookey on the planet below::

CIV_McLeod:
::is clenching fists so tight they're white::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Sir, perhaps we best pull back while we still can? ::Grimacing::

AXO_Lynam:
@::Sits down under a tree and closes his eyes, picturing he and August together on the planet.::

Nicke:
ACTION: the Co decides to let the crew have some leave and maybe enjoy some himself

CO_Grant:
AOPS: we need to something that would shock us all back to normal::

CSO_KBeth:
@::tries to remember some ballet steps she learned as a little girl, falls and starts to roll down a hill laughing::

Nicke:
ACITON: the civ suddenly relaxes as he watches the planet on the viewscreen 

AOPS_Hawkes:
::hits the red alert button::

Eng_Bridges:
::his desire to go to the planet is so great, Bridges goes to the torpedo room and begins work to modify a torpedo tube::

CO_Grant:
::despite what is rational mind tells him is danger, grant almost releases the computer locks on transporters::

CIV_McLeod:
::sighs as he can no longer fight and relaxes into his chair::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::As the red alert Klaxons go off...Hawkes can resist no longer...turns his chair around and stares at the TL doors::

Nicke:
ACTION: the red alert klaxons are  shut off

CO_Grant:
AOPS: ::fighting it the whole way:: ISsue modified comm badges to all personnel, notifiy the crew shore leave is authorized

CSO_KBeth:
@::lands in a stream at the bottom and starts to splash around::AXO/CNS:I haven't had this much fun for years!! ::laughs::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye aye sir! ::relived but guilitly...Hawkes issues the orders::

CO_Grant:
AOPS: the comm badges are to use the following random sound byte player function.

Eng_Bridges:
::after hearing the orders, Bridges stop and runs to grab his civies::

CNS-Jiosa:
@:: sits under the tree just enjoying this artificial sense of peace, it's been so long since she has felt the real thing::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO:Aye sir ::begins programming the functions into the comm badges::

CO_Grant:
::recalls a program , anti-flower12 and loads it into system to play in 1 - 2 hours through all the comm badges::

CO_Grant:
::odd grant thinks I can do this but not stop myself from leaving the ship::

CIV_McLeod:
::stands and almost runs to get in line to transport to planet::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Anything else sir? ::eyeing the door::

CO_Grant:
COmputer: release the transporter lock , Grant99echo356

CO_Grant:
AOPS: minimal staff , everyone else is on shoreleave :: grimaces but is unable to restrain himself::

AOPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye aye sir!

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Hears the order:: TL: Make that transporter room!

CSO_KBeth:
@::starts to see other Delphyne crew materialize on the planet and starts to skip over to them singing::

AOPS_Hawkes:
::not feeling like minimal staff...programs in a site-to-site transport and beams down to he planet::

AOPS_Hawkes:
@::arrives on the planet, and wobbles around on numb legs with a goofy grin from ear to ear::

CO_Grant:
Leaves the bridge, only a ensign at the tac station remains::

AXO_Lynam:
@::Sees he and August in a small house in the woods, kids running around playing with their small pets.::

CO_Grant:
::heads to shuttlebay,::

CIV_McLeod:
@::beams down to planet, and just looks around at the scenery::

CMO_Lea:
<Ri'Chal>::Enters the transporter room to find it jam packed.  Uses medical clearance to beam herself directly to the planet::

CNS-Jiosa:
@::suddenly thinks of that song "Summer Girls", starts to sing it under her breath::

CO_Grant:
::enters a shuttlebay::

AXO_Lynam:
@::Gets up and goes off through the trees to pick out a spot for the house.::

CO_Grant:
Computer:releaste shuttlebay lock, Grantecho789

Eng_Bridges:
::has his Hawaiian shirt and cargo shorts on and beams to the planet::

CO_Grant:
::enters a shuttle, feeling giddy about flying over the planet ::

CSO_KBeth:
@::sees AFCO and AOPS and skips over to them...does a large jump that lands her right in front and waves to them::AFCO/AOPS:Hi!

AOPS_Hawkes:
@CSO: Hi K'Beth! How are you? Great place huh?

CO_Grant:
*Stellarcartography*: WObbles bring what info you have to the planet below

CMO_Lea:
@<Ri'Chal>::Arrives on the planet and begin tromping off to a quiet lake and sits peacefully on its shore, tossing pebbles across the water::

Nicke:
ACTION : the rest of the crew begins to go to the planet surface

CIV_McLeod:
::looks at CSO calmly:: CSO: hello, K'Beth.  ::realizes he's still wearing his unform, and hopes nobody notices::

CO_Grant:
::enters the shuttle and remote opens the shuttlebay doors::

CO_Grant:
::takes off in shuttle and flys like a drunken sailor to the planet::

CSO_KBeth:
@AOPS:Totally awesome...looked that up in the old Earth dictionary ::grins at AFCO::AFCO: Hmmm...need to lighten up, dude!

CO_Grant:
:: flys over the largest mass of the crew upside down waving at them:;

AOPS_Hawkes:
@Cso: Agreed Feels a strong urge to kiss the CSO. Plants one full on the lips::

CIV_McLeod:
@ CSO: I'm feeling..lightened up

AXO_Lynam:
@Hears the shuttle fly over in the distance and thinks maybe a small aerodyne would be fun to have.::

CMO_Lea:
@<Ri'Chal>::Looks up and waves at the passing captain before resuming skipping rocks across the pond::

Nicke:
@ACTION: the crew begins wondering around the planet "lightened up"...

CSO_KBeth:
@::sees the CO do a fly-by::CO:Way to go, man!!

CO_Grant:
::Putts the shuttle down at base of a hillock several meters north of the largest concentration of the crew::

CO_Grant:
:: slaps a modified comm badge on his shoulder and exits the shuttle::

AOPS_Hawkes:
@::Can never remember feeling this free::

Nicke:
@ACTION: as the crew begins laughing and having a good time.... little people can be seen peeking from behind tree roots and large flowers...giggling:::

AXO_Lynam:
@::Finds a lovely spot near the lake, in a grove of trees.  Sits down on a log and puts his arm around August as they talk about their future home::

Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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